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THE PARACOMPACTNESS OF SPACES
 
RELATED TO UNCOUNTABLE BOX
 

PRODUCTS
 

JUDITH ROITMAN AND SCOTT WILLIAMS 

ABSTRACT. Let X be a box product of K many compact 
metric spaces. We give various models in which X/finite 
and X/countable are paracompact, as well as related re
sults. 

o. INTRODUCTION 

One of the outstanding open questions in set theoretic topol
ogy is the question of the paracompactness of box products. 
The box product of countably many spaces has been studied 
extensively (see the survey [Williamsl], but the paracompact
ness of Q~Wl X a has seemed intractable. In particular there are 
no known consistency results in any direction on the paracom
pactness of Q~Wl X a when each X a is compact metrizable, or 
even when each X a is the convergent sequence w +1.1 

Motivated by this, we look at spaces related to Q~Wl X a when 
each X a is not too far from compact metrizable. 

Definition 1. Let X == Q~~ X a . If y E X we define 
(aJ [y] == {z EX: {a : Ya # za} is finite} 
(b) < Y >== {z EX: {a : Ya # za} is countable}. 

The space X/fin is the quotient topology on X induced by the 
equivalence classes [y]. The space X / ctble is the quotient topol
ogy on X induced by the equivalence classes < y > . 

If Y c X we define [Y] == {[y] : y E Y}. Similarly,< Y >== 
{< Y >: y E Y}. A basic open set in X has the form TIa<~ U a 

1Added in Proof: Brian Lawrence has recently shown in ZFC that 
afwl X a is not paracompact, in fact, not normal. 
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where each U a is open in X a . Such a set is called an open box. 
So a basis for X/fin is all [u] where u is an open box in X, and 
a basis for X / ctble is all <u> where u is an open box in X. 
By "basic open set" in, respectively, X, X/fin, or X/ctble, we 
mean an open box and its respective quotients. 

Note that if each ]{a is closed in X a then [ITa<Jt ]{a] and 
< ITa<Jt ]{a > are closed in the respective spaces X /fin and 
X/ctble. 

In what follows we assume that X is the full box product 
topology on ITa<~ X a where each X a is normal Hausdorff, K > 
w. 

Let us first consider dimension. If some X a fails to be 0
dimensional, then so does X. But our auxiliary spaces can 
be O-dimensional even when no component space is. This was 
known in the case when Gs's are open: X/fin when K == W 

(Kunen). While Gs's may fail to be open in X/fin and in 
X / ctble in general, O-dimensionality still holds. 

Proposition 2. For (3 < A, let ]{f3 == ITa<~ ]{a,f3 where each 
]{a,f3 is closed in X a . Then 

(aJ if A = W, Uf3<A[](f3] is closed in X/fin. 
(bJ if A ~ WI, Uf3<A < ]{f3 > is closed in X/ctble. 

Proof. Let ]{ == Uf3<A[](f3] (respectively Uf3<A < ](f3 ». Sup
pose [y] (respectively < y » t/. ](. Then for each (3 there is 
a set C/3 C K,I C/3 1= A, with Ya fj. ](a,/3 for a E C/3. Without 
loss of generality the C/3's are disjoint. Let u be basic open so 
U a n ](a,/3 == 0 for a E C/3. 

Proposition 3. X/fin and X/ctble are O-dimensional. 

Proof. For X /fin: let [u] be an basic open set with [x] E [u]. 
Without loss of generality, x E u. By normality of the factors, 
for each a there is a sequence {vn,a : n < w} where 

X a E Vn,a C cl(vn,a) C Vn+l,a C ua . 

Let Vn == ITa<~ Vn,a· Then cl(vn ) C Vn+l. Let G == UnEw[vn]. 
Clearly [x] E G c [u] and G is open. By proposition 2, G is 
closed. 
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The proof for X Ictble is similar, again using only countable 
unions of closed sets. 

Clopen countable increasing unions of basic open sets {vn : 

n < w} where each cl(vn ) C Vn +l, are called basic clopen sets. 

1. USING COHEN REALS 

We generalize the combinatorics of the several proofs that, 
under various set-theoretic hypotheses, "each countable box 
product of compact first countable spaces of small weight is 
paracompact" is consistent. The method also generalizes to 
Xlctble. 

We state our theorems first in terms of Martin's axiom, and 
then generalize to other forcing extensions. Anyone familiar 
with forcing will have no trouble generalizing the MA proofs, 
which are considerably more readable than the direct forcing 
proofs. 

Again, suppose X == the full box product topology on 
TIQ<~ X Q , where each X Qis normal Hausdorff. 

Theorem 4. (AtA) Suppose", is regular, '" < 2W and each 
X Q is first countable with cardinality ~ 2W Then X/fin and• 

X/ctble are ultraparacompact, i.e. every open cover has a pair
wise disjoint open covering refinement. 

Proof. we give the proof for X lfin: 
X has size at most 2W Let U be an o"pen cover of X lfin by• 

basic open sets. 
We show that if 

a. V is a pairwise disjoint collection of basic clopen sets 
b. 1{V 1< 2w 

c. [x] fj. UV 
then there is [w] basic open, [w] n V == 0 for all V E V, and 
[x] E [w] C [u] for some [u] E U. 

Fix u so [x] E [u] E U. We construct w as follows. Let P 
be the partial order whose element choose, for finitely many a, 
some element W Q of a fixed countable base of X a contained in 
U Q , i.e., an element p of P is a function from a finite subset of 
'" onto w , where we interpret p(a) == n to mean "wQ == the nth 
element of the ba.se of x~. Order is reverse inclusion. P is ccc, 
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in fact it is isomorphic to the forcing adding K many Cohen 
reals. If UnEw[vn] E V then for each n there are infinitely many 
a with X a rJ. (vn)a. Fix pEP. We can find infinitely many a 
for which p has made no decision about W a . Fix n. Extend p to 
a condition deciding W a so W a n cl(vn)a = 0. Since we can do 
this uncountably often for each n, we have [w] nUnEw[vn ] = 0. 

Now find a basic clopen set inside [w] and add it to V to 
get a pairwise disjoint cover of [x] U(UV). A straightforward 
induction (left to the reader) completes the proof for X lfin. 

Since < x > separates from each cl(vn ) using uncountably 
many coordinates, and, for fixed p, {a : p has made no decision 
about U a and X a rJ. cl(vn,a)} is uncountable, a minor adaptation 
of the proof for X lfin shows that X Ictble is ultraparacompact. 

Now let's generalize to models in which MA may fail. 
In the proof of Theorem 4, we used K small and V small only 

so that we could enumerate X and invoke MA. Adding K many 
Cohen reals will simultaneously separate an arbitrary number 
of points over disjoint collection V of basic clopen sets as long 
as V sits in the ground model. The technical lemma here is 

Lemma 5. Suppose each factor of X is first countable, U is 
an open cover of X/fin (respectively X/ctble). Let P be a 
partial order adding at least K many Cohen reals to an inner 
model M, and suppose V C M is a pairwise disjoint collection 
of basic clopen sets refining U. Then, in M P , V extends to a 
disjoint collection W of basic clopen sets refining U so that, if 
Z = {s EM: s (j. UV and s E U for some U E M n U} and 
wE W, then Iznwl.~ 1. 

Sketch of Proof. Now we interpret the elements of p differently. 
For x E X a fix {ux,n : nEw} an open neighborhood basis. If 
pEP and z E Z the neighborhood u(z,p) of z is defined by 

u(z,P)a == Uzo,p(a) if Q' E dom p. Otherwise u(z,P)a = X a. 

Let G be a generic filter over M in P. G simultaneously adds 
basic open sets Uz for each z E Z, where we define Uz = 
npEGu(z, p). Simple generic arguments show that each Uz UV = 
0, and if z, yare distinct elements of Z then Uz , Uy are disjoint. 
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Remark. Assume V == 0. We have shown that [X n M](re
spectively < X n M » is closed discrete. In particular 

Corollary 6. Let P be the forcing adding A many Cohen reals, 
K, < A, X E V P , where each X a is first countable of weight 
< A. The following holds in vP : If A C X/fin (respectively 
X/ctble) and IAI < ,.\ then A is closed discrete. 

Proof· By hypothesis, we can fix a basis {u,o,a : f3 < ,.\a < ,.\} 
of X a . Every point in X a is determined by an w-sequence of 
u,o,a's, i.e. by an w-sequence from Aa X {Q}. Thus every point 
in X is determined by a K,-sequence of these w-sequences. Thus 
every subset of X of size < A sits in some inner model to which 
we are adding K many Cohen reals. 

Let us define the hypothesis which will replace MA in our 
generalization of theorem 4. It is generalization of the state
ment "the universe is an extension of an inner model by Cohen 
reals." 

CCR("\, <5, /1): (CCR means"cofinal Cohen real
s"). There is a sequence {Na : Q < /1} so that 
a. Each Na is an elementary submodel of H(A) 
here II (A) is the collection of all sets hereditarily 
of size < A. 
b. II(,.\) C Ua<tLNa. 
c. In Na+1 there are <5 many Cohen reals over 
Na 

d. If Q < (3 then Na C N,o. 

For example, the generic extension by W2 Cohen reals is a 
model of CCR(Wl,W2,Wi) where i ==1,2, and CCR(W2,Wl,2W

) 

follows from MA and holds in any model obtained by adding, 
say at least W2 Cohen reals to a model of CR. 

Theorem 7. Assume CCR(A, K, /1), where A, /1, > K,. If each 
factor of X is first countable with weight < A then X/fin and 
X/ctble are ultraparacompact. 

Sketch of Proof By hypothesis, every point in X sits in some 
inner model to which we are adding K many Cohen reals. Sim
ilarly, every basic set and every basic clopen set also sits in 
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some inner model over which we are adding K, many Cohen 
reals. Use induction, applying Lemma 6. 

2. AVOIDING FORCING 

Here we exploit proposition 2b to get results in ZFC or from 
simple cardinal arithmetic 

Theorem 8. Assume 2W1 = W2, K, = WI, and suppose each 
IXal ~ W2. Then X/etble is ultraparacompact. 

2
Remark. In particular, if each X a is Lindel8f first countable, 

W 2W1then each IXa I ~ ~ • 

Proof of Theorem 8. By hypothesis IXI ~ W2. List X /ctble 
as {< x(a) >: a < W2}. Suppose U is a basic open cover of 
X / ctble. We will find a pairwise disjoint covering refinement 
by basic clopen sets. Suppose we have such a refininement 
{Ua : a < ,B} covering {< x(a) >: a < ,B}. If< x((3) > is 
already covered, let U(3 == 0. Otherwise, since each Ua is a 
countable union of equivalence classes of closed boxes, Ua <(3Ua 

is closed, so we can find a basic clopen set containing < x((3) > 
which refines an element of U. 

Proposition 2 also tells us about closed discrete sets, no mat
ter what K is. 

Corollary 10. Every subset of X/ctble of size at most WI 1,S 

closed discrete. 

Finally, Proposition 2 gives us information about closures in 
X. 

Corollary 11. ffY C X and IYI ~ WI then c1x(Y) c< Y >. 

Proof. If x E c1x(Y) then < x >E CIX/ctble« Y » c< y >. 

Corollary 12. Assume CH, K, = WI, and suppose each IXal ~ 

WI· flY c X and IYI ~ WI then Ic1x(Y)1 ~ WI. 
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